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administrative issues. The
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the rates and fees it charges
for training and other professional development services.
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KEY FINDINGS:
The funding mechanism for the PDC is outmoded and insufficient for
supporting PDC services. Agencies vary considerably in their use of the PDC,
and duplication of training efforts exists across state government. However,
the PDC is a significant source of training across state government and is
generally cost-effective compared to the private sector or university system.
PDC training is largely considered good quality, useful, and tailored to
state government. Despite positive views of the PDC, the PDC struggles to
make enough revenue to cover expenditures and to incentivize agency use
of the PDC. The figure (see page S-2) shows that PDC revenue from course
offerings alone has not been enough to cover PDC expenditures in the last
six fiscal years. The PDC is primarily funded by the rates and fees it charges
for open enrollment and contract courses. The landscape of state employee
training in other states is similar to Montana, with variation in where
agencies opt to obtain nontechnical training. However, unlike Montana,
other states fund their PDC-equivalents through fixed-cost funding
to ensure enough revenue is generated to cover costs and to incentivize
participation.

Program Revenue FY2020:
$435,154
Program Expenses FY2020:
$448,189
(continued on back)

For the full report or more
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Legislative Audit Division.
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The mission of the
Legislative Audit Division
is to increase public trust
in state government by
reporting timely and accurate
information about agency
operations, technology, and
finances to the Legislature
and the citizens of Montana.
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Text
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
Insource
this report, we issued the following recommendations:
PDC Revenue and Expenditures
To
department:
0
PDCthe
SABHRS
Query
To the legislature: 1
R ecommendation #1 (page 30):
Cost avoidance, reduction or elimination
The Montana Legislature should fund the PDC through fixed costs.
The legislature should also further define the role of the PDC in state
employee professional development and the level of services it should
provide for this purpose. The legislature should establish a biennial
mechanism to evaluate the effectiveness of the change in funding
by monitoring increases in PDC participation by agencies and any
reduction of duplication of training efforts across state government.
Department response: Not Applicable

